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Based in New York, Chris’ current responsibilities include the management of the US casualty risk control
practice and coordination of Aon’s global risk control services. Some of his team’s specialties include
ergonomics, fleet, product risk, environmental consulting and safety culture solutions. The team’s focus
is on the identification of pre and post loss mitigation strategies for major corporations that impact their
Total Cost of Risk. With Chris’ global access, he is able to offer distinctive client value with the utilization
on Aon’s global risk control resources and leverage prior successes delivered in “like industries”.
Chris brings a specific financial focus to the development of pre and post loss strategies, seeking to
identify and implement solutions that represent both economic and cultural opportunities. Chris is a cofounder of Aon’s Safety Culture Improvement (SCI) process, a behavioral and systems based safety
approach that identifies cultural and systematic barriers to successful risk management programs and
develops strategies for reducing overall cost of risk. Aon’s Ergonomics Team also delivers solutions form
a financial, operational and efficiencies perspective. Chris’ specific industry engagements have included
manufacturing, assembly, transportation, media, hospitality, retail and agribusiness.
With Aon since 1996, Chris has held positions in the Mergers and Acquisitions Group specializing in
casualty risk control and portfolio risk management solutions, was a risk control team leader, a director of
Global Risk Consulting focusing on project management for Global 1500 clients and led the US Business
Development team before his return to the casualty risk control discipline.
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BS Mechanical Engineering, Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Certified Safety Professional (CSP)
Associate in Risk Management (ARM)
American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE) member
Safety Executives of New York (SENY) member

